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Deployments fail due to attempts to 
start services using systemctl 

ISSUE 
The systemd package was recently added to the trusty-updates repository [1] as a part of               
the bug fix [2]. Now, Puppet detects systemd as the default init system and attempts to                
use systemctl to start services. Also, rabbitmq-server post-installation script attempts to           
use systemctl to start epmd.socket (only 9.0 and 9.1 environments are affected). This             
causes failures in Mirantis OpenStack 8.0, 9.0, and 9.1 deployments [3]. 

SUMMARY 
When systemctl is used by Puppet and/or the rabbitmq-server post-installation script to            
start services, deployment of a new environment or modification of the configuration of             
an existing environment leads to the error state of a deployment. This bug is fixed in the                 
newer versions of rabbitmq-server and puppet packages which are available in the            
official mos-holdback  repository.  

AFFECTS 
The issue affects the following Mirantis OpenStack releases: 8.0, 9.0, 9.1. 

It affects the deployment process of new environments. The existing environments are            
also affected when you modify an environment configuration, add new nodes, and so on. 

FIX AVAILABLE FOR 
A complete fix is available for the following Mirantis OpenStack releases: 8.0, 9.0, 9.1. 

SECURITY IMPACT 
None 
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HOW TO DETERMINE IF YOU ARE AFFECTED 
8.0, 9.0, and 9.1 versions of Mirantis OpenStack are explicitly affected by the issue. 

STEPS TO CORRECT 
The updated packages are already available in the official mos-holdback repository.           
Verify that the mos-holdback  repository is present in your environment configuration: 

1. Log in to the Fuel web UI. 
2. Go to Environment -> Settings -> General . 
3. In the Repositories section, verify that mos-holdback is present in the list of             

repositories (it should be present by default). 

 

The environment is ready to deployment, adding nodes, modifying configuration,          
and so on. 

4. Repeat steps 1-3 for every environment. 

If you previously deleted the mos-holdback repository from the environment settings, use            
the following URIs to enable it: 
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● Mirantis OpenStack 8.0 holdback repository URI:  

deb http://mirror.fuel-infra.org/mos-repos/ubuntu/8.0/ mos8.0-holdback main restricted 

 

● Mirantis OpenStack 9.0 holdback repository URI: 

deb http://mirror.fuel-infra.org/mos-repos/ubuntu/9.0/ mos9.0-holdback main restricted 

 

If the Fuel local mirror is used, update the Mirantis OpenStack local repositories to place               
updated packages to the local mos-holdback  repository: 

1. Log in to the Fuel Master node using SSH. 
2. Open the /usr/share/fuel-mirror/ubuntu.yaml  file. 
3. In the &mos_holdback  section, find the suite  parameter. 
4. Verify that the -holdback  word is present in the string of the suite  parameter. The 

original incorrect value is mos$mos_version . [4] 
5. Set the priority  parameter to 1150 . [5] 

Now, the mos-holdback  settings should look as follows: 

- &mos_holdback 

      name: "mos-holdback" 

      uri: *mos_baseurl 

      suite: "mos$mos_version-holdback" 

      section: "main restricted" 

      type: "deb" 

      priority: 1150 

 

6. Update the Mirantis OpenStack local mirror: 

fuel-mirror create -G mos -I /usr/share/fuel-mirror/ubuntu.yaml 
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Now, the local mos-holdback  repository contains updated packages. 

7. Verify again the current priority of the local mos-holdback repository. If it was             
reset to 1000 , set it to 1150 . 

8. Delete cached provisioning images in /var/www/nailgun/targetimages/ : 

rm /var/www/nailgun/targetimages/* 

 

Fuel re-creates new images automatically during every environment 
re-deployment if they are absent. 

WARNING: If the cached images are not removed, Fuel continues using the old 
ones and deploys the obsolete packages instead of the package updates in the 
repositories. 
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